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Methods Results
n Stimuli	

＊Pre	and	Post	adaptation	data	of	each	participant

• In each trial, eight pure tones or white disks were presented,
one-by-one, in sequence.

Human observers perceive the statistical information of the
various features in the environment. In some cases,
perceived variance affects subsequent decision-making and
behavior because a large variance of stimuli set or outcome
may indicate the abnormalities and risk. The perceived
variance, however, is not necessarily equal to the physical
variance. A previous research showed that the variance
aftereffect occurred across di fferent visual representations as
well as within the same visual property (Payzan-LeNestour, et
al., 2016). In this study, we investigated whether the variance
aftereffect extended across different sensory modalities. In
short, we focused on the following two points. (1) Does
variance aftereffect occur in auditory pitch? (2) Does the
auditory pitch variance adaptation distort the visual size
variance perception? (cross-modal aftereffect)

The PSE was calculated for the pre-and post-adaptation test trials by fitting a
cumulative normal function and finding the 50% point. The aftereffect was
quantified as the difference(post – pre) in PSE.

• The frequencies of each tone and diameters of each disk were
randomly chosen from the lognormal distribution, lnN (lnF, σ2),
lnN (lnD, σ2). The baseline frequency and diameter were
changed for each sequence.

n Design	
• This experiment consisted of following four conditions:

‘‘small variance’’ and ‘‘large variance’’ adaptors in AA
(auditory pitch adaptor, auditory pitch test) and AV
(auditory pitch adaptor, visual size test). All participants
experienced the four conditions in pseudorandom order on
separate days.

n Procedure	
Pre-adaptation	Test - 8	minutes
• There were six pitch ( in AA condition) or size ( in AV

condition) variance magnitude levels. Participants judged
individual stimuli relative to the mean or median of a group
of stimuli. We did not provide an explicit reference standard;
instead, participants were exposed to training stimuli that
included all of the test variance and were given feedback.
After training, there were 120 pre-adaptation test trials on
this variance discrimination task.

Adaptation	 - 5	minutes	

Post-adaptation	 Test		- 15	minutes

• During the adaptation phase, participants listened to the
sequences consisting of eight various pitch tones100 times
repeatedly. In small variance adaptation condition, pitch
variance was 0.05. In large variance adaptation condition,
pitch variancewas 0.8.

Introduction

Discussion

• There were total of 120 post tests. The variance
discrimination task was the same as the pre-adaptation test,
except that adaptation trials were interleaved for top-up.
Test block (consist of six trials) and adaptation block (consist
of six sequences) were presented alternately.Acknowledgement	
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Calculation of	PSE		Participants	were	7	paid	volunteers	(all	male,	aged	21–24	years).
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In AA condition (i.e. same modality), negative aftereffect arose only after
small variance adaptation. In AV condition (i.e. cross -modality), size variance
was judged larger after large variance adaptation.

A	two-way	repeated-measures	ANOVA	 for	PSE		
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In	the	 figure	on	 the	 left,	
we	 fitted	 the	psychometric	
function	 to	the	data	
combined	 across	all	7	
participants.

☆PSE	 for	the	analysis	 was	
calculated	 for	each	
participant.

P<.001 P=.005

(1) Does	variance	aftereffect	occur	in	auditory	pitch?
After repeated exposure of the auditory tones with the
small pitch variance, the variance of the pitch of the
same stimuli was judged larger. Variance aftereffect,
however, did not occur after large variance adaptation.
Further consideration is necessary for this asymmetric
effect.
(2) Does the auditory pitch variance adaptation distort
the visual size variance perception?
Cross-modal aftereffect did not occur in variance
perception; instead, after large variance adaptation,
the variance of the visual sizewas perceived larger. This
might be cross-modal positive priming, but the
mechanism remain unclear.

On going & future research
Previous studies investigating the variance aftereffect did
not investigate the change before and a fter adaptation.
Using the method of this, it needs to investigate whether
variance aftereffect occurs between different visual property.


